Fusion Mobile
Remote management app

Overview

Fusion Mobile is a remote management app for Open Options DNA Fusion access control software. Fusion Mobile allows users to take advantage of critical features of their DNA Fusion system while on the go.

Users can easily monitor and edit personnel and control hardware directly from their mobile device. The application also has the capability to run trace history and email reports. Advanced features include real time reporting, acknowledging alarms with a simple swipe and a favorites menu for quick access to common functions. In addition mobile users can execute pre-defined direct commands in emergency situations as well as view and control real time feeds from fixed or PTZ cameras.

Fusion Mobile is available for iOS 6 and higher on the iPhone and ICS 4.0 and up for all android mobile devices or tablets. The application can be used with DNA Fusion V6 and greater.

Fusion Mobile Features
- Available for Apple and Android devices
- Secure Login with SSL Encryption
- Add, edit and assign access levels
- Snap and store personnel photos on the fly
- Favorites menu for quick access to frequent items
- View and email system reports
- Easily view associated camera feed
- Execute commands quickly in emergency situations
- Respond to alarms in seconds
- Acknowledge and clear alarms with one simple swipe
- Real time camera feeds
- Full control of PTZ cameras
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Secure login
SSL encryption
Follows DNA Fusion logins and security profile

Alarms
Respond to alarms in seconds
Acknowledge and clear alarms with one simple swipe

Favorites menu
Stores doors, cameras and time schedules for quick and easy access to frequent items

Door status & control
Obtain door status and send fast commands
Easily view associated camera feed

Personnel record
Add, edit and assign access levels
Snap and store photos on the fly

Direct Commands
Execute commands quickly in emergency situations

Trace history
View and email reports on people and hardware with ease

Camera view
Portrait to landscape views with PTZ controls